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Climate Care
ClintonCare threatened one-seventh of our economy. Now for the global encore.
By Fred L. Smith, Jr.
ClintonCare—Bill and Hillary Clinton’s plan to nationalize health care and put oneseventh of the U.S. economy under bureaucratic control—was the Democrats’
biggest debacle in a decade.
Now comes Albert Gore’s ClimateCare. If allowed to become law, ClimateCare
could make Americans long for the days of Jimmy Carter’s gas lines.
The ostensible purpose of ClimateCare is to prevent climate change. The ulterior
motive: to revive centralized economic planning. Through the Kyoto treaty, named
after the Japanese city that hosted the international summit on global warming,
ClimateCare and its energy-suppression mandates would destroy more than a million
U.S. jobs; increase the cost of gasoline, electricity, fuel oil and natural gas; erode
American living standards; and empower bureaucratic bullies eager to harass and
intimidate small businesses.

The White House’s estimate of gas prices jumping four to six cents per
gallon and electricity, fuel oil and natural gas rising 3 to 5 percent is, frankly,
ludicrous. “It strikes me that the increase in prices are (sic) impossibly low,”
W. David Montgomery, vice president of Charles River Associates, an
economic consulting firm, told The Washington Post.
Fearing the green Clinton-Gore negotiators might get taken for a ride, the
U.S. Senate acted even before the Kyoto summit was staged in December. It
unanimously passed the Hagel-Byrd Resolution, 95-0, advising the
administration not to sign a treaty that failed to mandate reductions for all
nations or that would seriously hurt the U.S. economy.
The Clinton/Gore administration not only ignored that advice, it also
committed the United States to achieve energy-use levels not seen in more
than a decade, a time when the American economy was considerably smaller.
Furthermore, the administration may seek to use tax, fiscal, and regulatory
means to implement the Kyoto treaty before it is even submitted to the Senate
for ratification, as the Constitution requires. While a serious defeat for
rational policy, ClimateCare also reveals something of deeper significance:
The Left has decided to follow the Malthusian path to ruin.
Some 200 years ago, the Rev. Thomas Malthus argued that declining
infant mortality was, on balance, a …

